An introduced and a native vertebrate hybridize to form a genetic bridge to a second native species
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The genetic impacts of hybridization between native and introduced species are of considerable conservation concern, while the possibility of reticulate evolution affects our basic understanding of how species arise and shapes how we use genetic data to understand evolutionary diversification. By using mitochondrial NADH dehydrogenase subunit 2 (ND2) sequences and 467 amplified fragment-length polymorphism nuclear DNA markers, we show that the introduced white sucker (Catostomus commersoni) has hybridized with two species native to the Colorado River Basin—the flannelmouth sucker (Catostomus latipinnis) and the bluehead sucker (Catostomus discobolus). Hybrids between the flannelmouth sucker and white sucker have facilitated introgression between the two native species, previously isolated by reproductive barriers, such that individuals exist with contributions from all three genomes. Most hybrids had the mitochondrial haplotype of the introduced white sucker, emphasizing its pivotal role in this three-way hybridization. Our findings highlight how introduced species can threaten the genetic integrity of not only one species but also multiple previously reproductively isolated species. Furthermore, this complex three-way reticulate (as opposed to strictly bifurcating) evolution suggests that seeking examples in other vertebrate systems might be productive. Although the present study involved an introduced species, similar patterns of hybridization could result from natural processes, including stream capture or geological formations (e.g., the Bering land bridge).

Hybridization can facilitate evolutionary novelty and diversification (1–5) or act as a force driving genetic homogenization or extinction (6–10). Hybridization stemming from nonnative species introductions is a known threat to the genetic integrity and persistence of native species. Well documented examples of the genetic threat to native species from introduced species include the threat to cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki) from introduced rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) in the western United States (11, 12) and the virtual genetic elimination of the gray duck (Anas superciliosa) by introduced mallard ducks (Anas platyrhynchos) in New Zealand (13). The native fishes of the western United States, in particular, face an enormous threat because of pervasive translocations of nonnative fishes into different drainages where hybridization with native fishes has become a common occurrence (9).

The fishes of the Colorado River drainage have been greatly affected by habitat changes such as flow regulation and water diversion projects, as well as by introduced species that compete with, prey on, or hybridize with them (9). The white sucker (Catostomus commersoni) is widespread in eastern North America and is native to Wyoming east of the Continental Divide (14) but did not occur in the Colorado River Basin, west of the Continental Divide, at the time of settlement by Europeans. It was likely introduced near the beginning of the 20th century (14). Flannelmouth suckers (Catostomus latipinnis) and bluehead suckers (Catostomus discobolus) are native to the drainages of the Colorado River, west of the Continental Divide, and commonly occur sympatrically. In the brief time since their introduction, white suckers have become widespread and abundant throughout the Colorado River Basin. Moreover, hybridization appears to have become rampant between the introduced white sucker and the native flannelmouth sucker and represents an urgent conservation concern for native fishes in the drainage (15).

Recent studies suggest that reticulate evolution may be more common than previously suspected (1, 4, 16). A more reticulate process affects many aspects of evolutionary understanding, from the interpretation of genetic data to inferences about trait evolution and evolutionary novelty. Our interest was stimulated by field observations suggesting that initial hybridization between white suckers and flannelmouth suckers might be extending to hybridization of either or both species, or hybrids among them, with bluehead suckers. Although multispecies reticulate evolution has been studied extensively in plants (17), we are aware of no empirical examples in vertebrates, where the well documented examples (e.g., ref. 18) refer to pairs rather than trios of species.

To characterize patterns of hybridization, we analyzed nuclear and mitochondrial DNA in native bluehead suckers and flannelmouth suckers, introduced white suckers, and presumed hybrids among these three species, as assessed in the field by morphological characters. Because of the possibility of reticulation and other complexities, better understanding of both speciation and hybridization results from using multiple genetic markers (17). Our study focused on the Muddy Creek drainage of the Colorado River, west of the Continental Divide in south-central Wyoming. We also obtained samples of white suckers from the Laramie River, east of the Continental Divide, where it is native and where the bluehead sucker and flannelmouth sucker do not occur. In addition, we used published mitochondrial NADH dehydrogenase subunit 2 (ND2) sequences of the Utah sucker (Catostomus ardens; ref. 19). Our goals were to (i) assess patterns of genetic divergence among the introduced white sucker and the native bluehead sucker and flannelmouth sucker, (ii) determine the genetic characteristics of morphologically judged hybrids to assess the nature and extent of hybridization among the two native and one introduced species, and (iii) examine the potential for introgression between the two native species mediated by hybridization with the introduced white sucker.

Results and Discussion

Assessment of pure versus hybrid phenotype occurred in the field, judged by variation in seven morphological characters that...
separate the three species (14), including mouthpart morphology. The bluehead sucker, in particular, has a distinctive and unique scraping ridge on the mouth (14). We generated nuclear amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP; ref. 20) markers for 161 individuals at 467 polymorphic loci by using three selective primer combinations. Fragment profiles were 96% similar for eight individual fish subjected to the AFLP procedure twice, indicating high reproducibility of the AFLP data. We also generated sequences from the mitochondrial ND2 for a subset of 46 fish representing all three species and their hybrids, including three longnose suckers (*Catostomus catostomus*) for outgroup purposes. There were 18 distinct ND2 haplotypes, including one in white sucker, two in flannelmouth sucker, two in longnose sucker, and three in bluehead sucker (GenBank accession nos. EU652910–EU652917). We also included 10 haplotypes from Utah suckers, sampled over a wide geographic region (19).

Several lines of evidence support a closer phylogenetic relationship between white sucker and flannelmouth sucker than between either of these species and bluehead sucker. A neighbor-joining dendrogram based on AFLP fragment length polymorphism (AFLP; ref. 20) markers for 161 individuals at 467 polymorphic loci showed clear separation of the bluehead sucker from the other two species but intermediate and complex patterns in hybrids (Fig. 1). We also examined AFLP fragment frequencies for “fixed” differences, here defined as a differential of ≥0.97 in frequency between species. Between flannelmouth sucker and white sucker, only two loci showed fixed differences. In contrast, 15 loci were fixed between bluehead sucker and flannelmouth sucker, and 21 were fixed between bluehead sucker and white sucker. Furthermore, AFLP loci showing fixed differences among the parental species were present at intermediate frequencies in hybrids. Clustering in the neighbor-joining tree showed that flannelmouth suckers and white suckers were more similar genetically than either was to the bluehead sucker, a pattern also shown by values of $F_{ST}$ (bluehead vs. flannelmouth = 0.38; bluehead vs. white = 0.40; flannelmouth vs. white = 0.28) and Nei’s distance (bluehead vs. flannelmouth = 0.25; bluehead vs. white = 0.26; flannelmouth vs. white = 0.17).

Bayesian and parsimony-based phylogenetic analyses of mitochondrial ND2 sequences provided strong support for distinct clades corresponding to the parental species (Fig. 2), with substantial sequence divergence between them (bluehead vs. flannelmouth = 13.1%; bluehead vs. white = 12.5%; flannelmouth vs. white = 8.5%). Utah sucker, white sucker, and flannelmouth sucker formed a clade that was monophyletic with respect to the more distantly related bluehead sucker (Fig. 2). All white suckers in our study had the same ND2 haplotype (Fig. 2). The lone white sucker haplotype is consistent with the possibility of a small founding population of Muddy Creek white suckers derived from nearby rivers east of the Continental Divide, including the Laramie River. Hybrid fish had mostly (12/16) white sucker ND2 haplotypes, indicating that hybridization usually involved female white suckers. Nonetheless, one flan-
Additional AFLP analyses demonstrated that phenotype was generally a reliable guide to nuclear DNA genotype for all three parental species and their hybrids. Based on AFLP fragment frequencies, each individual received three likelihood scores (summing to 1) for membership in each of the three parental species by using a procedure analogous to an assignment test (22). We used principal components analysis to reduce the dimensionality of the likelihood scores; the first component captured 73% of the variance, and the second captured 25%. Thus, two-dimensional triangular plotting (Fig. 3) of likelihood (with the parental species at the apices of the triangle) led to virtually no loss of information content. In the likelihood triangle plot of Fig. 3, individuals representing the three parental species formed tight, nonoverlapping clusters, and hybrids occurred in clusters intermediate between parental species.

We used the Bayesian procedure in the program STRUCTURE (23, 24) to infer the number of genotypic clusters in the AFLP dataset and to assign every individual a probability of membership in each of the clusters. By using the method of Evanno et al. (25), we found a strong modal peak for seven genotypic clusters (K = 7). Five of the seven clusters were clearly interpretable—the three parental species plus the bluehead–white and flannelmouth–white hybrids. For these five clusters, most individuals had majority assignment (>0.5) to the cluster appropriate for their phenotype. The two remaining clusters had majority assignment for only eight fish, most of which were outliers from their respective groupings in the likelihood triangle plot (Fig. 3). Fish in every sampled taxon had various (usually nonmajority) amounts of assignment to either or both of these two remaining clusters. We therefore interpreted these clusters as denoting “other” and lumped them into a single Cluster 6 (represented by gray in the program STRUCTURE bar plot of Fig. 4). The STRUCTURE results (Fig. 4) were highly concordant with those from the likelihood triangle plot (Fig. 3) and with phenotypic judgments made in the field, indicating that hybrids are both genetically and phenotypically intermediate between the parental species.

Several lines of evidence suggested that white suckers and flannelmouth suckers have hybridized extensively in Muddy Creek, leading to virtually continuous variation between the extremes of the parental species. The likelihood triangle plot (Fig. 3) showed a continuous spectrum of variation from white suckers to flannelmouth suckers from Muddy Creek. On the one hand, white suckers sampled from the Laramie River (W Lar) showed by far the most intermingling of multiple, often approximately equivalent, cluster assignments within individuals, supporting the idea that they represent multigenome muttsuckers.
complete assignment to Cluster 4 (flannelmouth–white) or Cluster 6 (other). Furthermore, one of the five Muddy Creek white suckers sequenced (56w) had a flannelmouth sucker ND2 haplotype (Fig. 2). Flannelmouth–white hybrids (FW) were mostly assigned to Cluster 4 (flannelmouth–white), with some individuals also receiving partial assignment to Clusters 3 (white) and 5 (flannelmouth). Finally, the flannelmouth sucker sample included five individuals with majority assignment to Cluster 6 (other) as well as several individuals with partial assignment to a smattering of all of the other clusters, with an emphasis on Cluster 4 (flannelmouth–white) and Cluster 6 (other). Thus, analyses based on both nuclear and mitochondrial DNA data showed a continuous spectrum of genetic variation between flannelmouth suckers and white suckers, suggesting an existing or incipient hybrid swarm.

Hybridization has also occurred between white suckers and bluehead suckers, although backcrossing appears to be far more limited. For example, bluehead–white hybrids formed a discrete intermediate cluster in the likelihood triangle plot (Fig. 3). Furthermore, bluehead suckers from Ringdahl Reservoir, where they occur in the absence of the opportunity for hybridization, were completely intermixed with Muddy Creek bluehead suckers in both the AFLP neighbor-joining dendrogram and the likelihood triangle plot (Figs. 1 and 3). In STRUCTURE, all but one of the bluehead suckers (B) had majority assignment to Cluster 1 (the bluehead cluster). That most of the bluehead–white hybrids formed a fairly distinct, intermediate grouping (Figs. 1 and 3) suggests that hybridization between bluehead sucker and white sucker rarely proceeds beyond the F1 generation.

In addition to the extensive hybridization between white suckers and flannelmouth suckers, several lines of evidence indicated that fish now occur with ancestors from all three parental species (termed “muttsuckers”). Bluehead–flannelmouth hybrids were rare and were anomalous genetically in that all but one showed evidence of white sucker nuclear DNA based on their placement in the likelihood triangle plot (Fig. 3). That is, only one bluehead–flannelmouth hybrid was close to the expected position along the line connecting the flannelmouth sucker and bluehead sucker apices in Fig. 3. Furthermore, a number of other fish showed evidence of three-way hybridization, as demonstrated by their position in the interior of the likelihood triangle plot (Fig. 3). Inspection of the STRUCTURE bar plot (Fig. 4) shows that most bluehead–flannelmouth hybrids, and a smattering of other fish, had assignments of >10% to all three parental species, suggesting that these individuals constitute a mixture of the genomes of all three parental species. In addition, one fish (146bw), classified by the AFLP likelihood triangle plot (Fig. 3) and phenotypic markers as a bluehead–white hybrid, had a flannelmouth sucker ND2 haplotype. Finally, all three of the fish we sequenced that had phenotypic and AFLP evidence for admixture of bluehead sucker and flannelmouth sucker (147bf, 164bf, and 16bf) had white sucker ND2 haplotypes (Fig. 2), suggesting that introduced white suckers and their hybrids provided the pathway for genetic exchange between the two native species.

Based on these lines of evidence, we conclude that the introduction of a nonnative catostomid species has eroded the genetic distinctiveness of two native species and could do the same in other locations in the Colorado River Basin. Flannelmouth suckers are in danger of extinction via hybridization because they hybridize readily with introduced white suckers, which have become pervasive throughout the range of flannelmouth suckers. Other studies have shown the potential for extinction caused by hybridization involving introduced and native taxa, such as rainbow trout and cutthroat trout (11) and gray ducks and mallard ducks (13). Such hybridization may represent a potentially common genetic consequence of introductions involving closely related species.

Hybridization may be a less imminent genetic threat to the bluehead sucker than to the flannelmouth sucker. Backcrossing of bluehead–white sucker hybrids appeared minimal, and hybrids between flannelmouth suckers and bluehead suckers were rare. That bluehead suckers were generally still genetically distinct was supported by the observation that those bluehead suckers from Muddy Creek judged to be phenotypically pure (white sucker present) were completely intermixed with bluehead suckers from the Ringdahl Reservoir (white sucker absent) in both the triangle likelihood plot (Fig. 3) and the neighboring tree (Fig. 1). Furthermore, most of the bluehead–white hybrids formed a fairly distinct, intermediate grouping suggestive of hybridization rarely proceeding beyond the F1 generation (Figs. 1 and 3). The greater divergence between bluehead sucker and white sucker, compared with that between white sucker and flannelmouth sucker (Fig. 2), may partially explain why bluehead suckers show lower levels of introgressive hybridization with white suckers than do flannelmouth suckers (Figs. 1–4).

Nevertheless, muttsucker hybrids (e.g., 146bw, 147bf, and 16bf in Fig. 3), although infrequent, may represent an incipient genetic threat to the bluehead sucker through a breakdown of isolating mechanisms that previously separated flannelmouth suckers and bluehead suckers. Over longer time spans, such multiway hybrids may produce individuals more likely to hybridize with pure bluehead suckers. Thus, the introduced white sucker, its hybrids, and the bridge that could eventually lead to a hybrid swarm involving all three species. Because the Utah sucker, and perhaps other species, are more closely related to the white sucker and flannelmouth sucker than to the bluehead sucker (Fig. 2), they may be even more susceptible to swamping by the muttsucker than is the bluehead sucker. Nolte et al. (5) showed that hybrid lineages can exhibit ecological adaptations that improve their ability to invade. In our study, hybridization also appears to play an important evolutionary role by facilitating the ability of an introduced species to hybridize sequentially with two native species, producing a complex, three-way admixture. Although our example involves an introduced species, faunal mixing can clearly occur naturally. In an aquatic context, the phenomenon of stream capture (26) can mix divergent fish faunas. In a terrestrial context, the Bering land bridge and Panamanian isthmus serve as examples of geological formations leading to faunal mixing that could well facilitate other cases of naturally occurring genetic bridging that still await detection.

Our findings have both conservation and evolutionary implications. From a conservation perspective, the introduced species now threatens the genetic integrity of not just one but two native species. Our results indicate that introductions of nonnative species may go beyond documented cases of single-species extinction by hybridization to a potentially cascading loss of genetic integrity in two or more native species that were previously reproductively isolated. From an evolutionary perspective, the genetic bridging suggests that we cannot assume that vertebrate evolution proceeds in a strictly bifurcating manner (Fig. 5). If hybridization has occurred in other vertebrate systems in a similar manner, then descendant species may have genomes inherited from three or more ancestral species and a consequently complex reticulate phylogeny that may span branches separated by (temporarily) uninvolved intermediate species. Concern for the impact of an introduced species led to this research, allowing us to glimpse a process, at or near its inception, that may be important in other, very different, contexts.

Materials and Methods

Field Methods. Samples of 137 individuals were collected from the Muddy Creek drainage of south-central Wyoming. At the time of sampling, all individual fish were classified as white sucker (n = 17), bluehead sucker (n = 24), or flannelmouth sucker (n = 38) after the criteria of Baxter and Stone (14) or
as one of the three types of hybrids between the parental species (bluehead–flannelmouth, n = 6; bluehead–white, n = 25; flannelmouth–white, n = 27). Bluehead suckers, in particular, have a distinctive scraping mouth ridge that appeared as one of the three types of hybrids between the parental species (bluehead–flannelmouth, n = 6; bluehead–white, n = 25; flannelmouth–white, n = 27). Bluehead suckers, in particular, have a distinctive scraping mouth ridge that served as a morphological cue to possible hybridization with the other taxa. To provide a check on genotypic composition in the absence of hybridization, we included in all analyses 10 bluehead suckers from Ringdahl Reservoir in Wyoming, where white suckers do not occur, and 14 white suckers from the Laramie River near Laramie, WY, where neither bluehead suckers nor flannelmouth suckers occur.

**Laboratory Techniques.** DNA was extracted from samples by using Qiagen DNAeasy tissue kits beginning with 5 mg of tissue or a 1 × 1 mm fin clip. DNA extracts were visualized for quality on 1.5% agarose gels, and concentration was evaluated by using a 100-bp mass ladder (NEB). DNA was extracted from samples by using Qiagen DNeasy tissue kits beginning with 5 mg of tissue or a 1 × 1 mm fin clip. DNA extracts were visualized for quality on 1.5% agarose gels, and concentration was evaluated by using a 100-bp mass ladder (NEB).

The AFLP procedure was carried out as in Vos et al. (20) with slight modifications. Restriction digestion and adaptor-ligation were carried out simultaneously on 0.5 μg of genomic DNA by using the restriction endonucleases EcoRI and MseI (NEB). AFLP adaptor pairs were attached to digested fragments by using T4 DNA ligase (NEB). Restriction and ligation reactions were performed simultaneously in 11-μl volumes and incubated for 18 h at 38°C. After incubation, these reactions were diluted with 170 μl of 0.1× TE buffer (10 mM Tris·1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0). Preselective and selective primers were based on primer core sequences EcoRI-5′-GACTCCGTTCAAACTC-3′ and MseI 5′-GATAGGATCGTGAGTTAA-3′ (EcoRI and MseI hereafter). Preselective amplifications were run with 4 μl of the diluted restriction–ligation product, 15 μl of PCR core mix (Promega 10× reaction buffer, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 1 unit of Promega Taq DNA polymerase), and 1 pmol of preselective primers, which consisted of the adaptor primer sequences with one additional

core at the 3′ ends (EcoRI-A and MseI-C). Preselective PCR conditions were 20 times (94°C for 30 s, 56°C for 1 min, 72°C for 2 min) and a final extension at 60°C for 30 min. We diluted preselective amplification product with 170 μl of 0.1× TE.

Selective amplifications were run with 3 μl of diluted preselective amplification product, 15 μl of AFLP core mix, 1 pmol of selective MseI primer, and 1 pmol of the fluorescently labeled EcoRI-selective primer. Both EcoRI-selective and MseI-selective amplification primers had three extra nucleotides at the 3′ ends to reduce the number of fragments amplified to a manageable number. We used three selective primer combinations (EcoRI-AC- MCTA, EcoRI-AAC MSCTT, and EcoRI-AAT MsCTT-CAT) to generate AFLP fragments. One microliter of each selective amplification product was run with 8.75 μl of formamide and 0.45 μl of GeneScan 500 ROX-labeled size standard (ABI) on an ABI 3130 capillary sequencer.

We amplified a 1,500-bp region of the mitochondrial ND2 by using the primers ND21500F (5′-TAAGCTTTCCGGGCCCATACC-3′) and ND21500R (5′-GGGCGGCGCAACAATACTA-3′) as described in ref. 19. PCRs were carried out in 20-μl volumes with 100 ng of DNA, 1× reaction buffer, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 1 pmol of primers, and 1 unit of Taq DNA polymerase (Promega). DNA was denatured at 95°C for 2 min followed by 35 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 58°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 90 s with a final 5-min extension at 72°C. The PCR product was cleaned up by using the enzymes exonuclease and shrimp alkaline phosphatase (NEB) with 1 unit of exonuclease 1 and 1 unit of shrimp alkaline phosphatase per 10 μl of product. These reactions were incubated at 37°C for 45 min and heated to 80°C for 15 min to deactivate the enzymes. Sequencing reactions were carried out from one direction by using the primer ND2459F (5′-CCTGAGGCCGCTATACT-3′) as in ref. 19 by using Big Dye sequencing reaction kits (ABI) and were visualized on an ABI 3100 capillary DNA sequencer. We sequenced this region for 12 white suckers, 11 bluehead suckers, 5 flannelmouth suckers, 6 bluehead-white sucker hybrids, 6 flannelmouth-white sucker hybrids, 3 bluehead–flannelmouth sucker hybrids, and 3 longnose suckers. All sequences have been submitted to the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). We also included haplotypes from 10 Utah suckers deposited at the NCBI (GenBank accession nos. DQ360093, DQ360095, DQ360099 – DQ360106) (19).

**Data Analysis.** AFLP fragment presence or absence in each lane file was analyzed by using the program Genemapper (ABI). We considered unambiguously discernible fragment sizes generated by each selective primer combination as dominant marker loci with two states, present (1) or absent (0). We limited analyses to fragment sizes between 70 and 400 bp, which resulted in a total of 467 unambiguously scoreable loci, recorded in a matrix that included all loci and all individuals. We calculated fragment frequency differentials as the difference in mean fragment frequencies over all loci between pairs of taxa (e.g., bluehead suckers vs. white suckers). Pairwise estimates of genetic differentiation (FST) and Nei’s genetic distance (D) among the three species and hybrid samples were obtained by using AFLP-SURV 1.0 (27).

We created a pairwise matrix of genetic distances among individuals with the restriction fragment approach of Nei and Li (21), as implemented in the RestDist routine of PHYLIP (ref. 28; available at http://evolution.genetics.wi.mit.edu/phylip.html) to condense branch tips into wedges when individuals of the same type clustered. Because of a lack of insertion and deletion events, sequences representing 393 base pairs of mitochondrial ND2 were easily aligned manually in BIOEDIT (ref. 30; available at www.mbio.ncsu.edu/BioEdit/bioedit.html). We estimated phylogenetic trees by using Bayesian methods implemented in MrBayes (31) and with parsimony by using PAUP (32). For Bayesian analyses, we used the general time reversible model of sequence evolution with among-site rate variation following a gamma distribution, enforced the molecular clock, and evaluated support at nodes with posterior probabilities generated in MrBayes. Support at the nodes for the parsimony analysis was evaluated with 1,000 bootstrap replicates (Fig. 2) in PAUP.

By using the fragment frequencies for each of the three sets of phenotypically judged parental species (white, flannelmouth, bluehead) we calculated likelihood as the natural logarithm of the product of the fragment frequencies at each fragment size. For the haplotypes of the three parental species. The resulting three-dimensional plot was then reduced to
two dimensions by principal components analysis (PC1 and PC2 captured >98% of the variance). Thus, although the original data were discrete (0/1), the data used for the principal components analysis were continuous. We used the program STRUCTURE version 2.2.3 (ref. 24; available at http://pritch.bsd.uchicago.edu/structure.html), which implements the Bayesian approach of Pritchard et al. (23), to assess whether the sampled genotypes were substructured into multiple (K > 1) clusters or constitute a panmictic Hardy–Weinberg population (K = 1). Our primary purpose was to assess the degree of admixture among species. We used the method of Evanno et al. (25) to select the best-supported number of clusters. We used multiple runs with at least 10,000 burn-ins and 500,000 repetitions and without providing a priori information on population membership. We ran the best-supported cluster number (K = 7) with a burn-in of 50,000 and a run length of 500,000. All runs used the admixture model with correlated allele frequencies and all other settings at their default values.
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